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From Lynn s mail <LynnLandes@earthlink net> —
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. ..

Wednesday, May 04, 2016 9:52 PM
L’

To: .

. S ED, State Board of Ed

Subject: Comments on changes to PA’s Vaccination Regulations

Attachments: lOReaso nsToBanVacci nes.docx

Attached are our comments to changes to PA’s Vaccination Regulations, as well as below:

Health Alert Phillyl www.HealthAlertPhi]Iy,p May 4, 2016
Lynn Landes and Louise Francis, co-founders
217 S. Jessup Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107
215-629-3553 I lynnlandesearthlink.net

Proposed Regulatory Changes by Pennsytvania Departments of Health and Education:

We oppose the proposed changes because the result will make a bad situation worse. The current regulations are already causing
significant and permanent damage to children’s health in Pennsylvania. We not only oppose the changes, but we support banning
vaccines altogether.

Ten Reasons To Ban Vaccines, Not Mandate Them:

Summary: Common sense dictates that mass medication is an open door to mass contamination. Ethically, government- mandated
vaccinations are a violation of basic human rights to good health, The Precautionary Principal, and the Hippocratic Oath of physicians
to First, Do No Harm. Vaccines have been proven to be catastrophically unsafe, spreading the very diseases they were claimed to
cure. Vaccines contain numerous toxic ingredients that have permanently injured and killed untold numbers of people and unborn
babies. It rises to the level of a criminal conspiracy that the federal government has shielded the vaccine industry from effective
oversight and any liability. Horrific scandals continue to emerge, that the public has been willfully misled about vaccine ‘safety and
effectiveness’ as succeeding generations continue to suffer permanent injury and death. In this decades-long battle for the truth, we
state, ‘Vaccines should not be mandated, vaccines should be banned.”

I Vaccines cause catastrophic and permanent damage and death

“Total compensation paid (from The Vaccine Court) over the life of the program (VAERS) is approximately
$33 Billiàri.” From the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS):

“Since 1988 over 16,878 petitions have been filed with the VICP. Over that 27 year time periocJ 14,497 petitions have been
adjudicated, with 4,582 of those determined to be compensable, while 9,915 were dismissed.
htt://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsàfetyImonitoring/vaersIindex.html

Health Impact News: “As in previous reports, the June 15, 2014, report covering a 3-month period shows that the flu vaccine
is the most dangerous vaccine in America. 78 cases were awarded settlements for vaccine injuries, with 55 of the settlements
being for the flu shot, including one death. Most of the settlements for injuries due to the flu shot were for GuilIain-Barré
Syndrome. Other flu vaccine injuries included: Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy, Rheumatoid
arthritis, Shingles Brachial plexus neuropathy, Bell’s PaIs Brachial neuritis, Transverse myelitis, Lichenoid drug eruption,

and Narcolepsy.” See gov’t chart at: http:/lhealthimpactnews.com/2ol4lgovernment-pavs-damages-to-vaccine-victims-11u-shot-..
most dangerous-with gbs and death settlements)

2 Massive underreorting’ in a government operated passive reporting system’ of adverse

U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services (HHS) admission of systemic under-reporting problems: V.
reporting system, meaning that reports about adverse events are not automatically colIected but require. a-
VAERS. VAERS reports can be submitted voluntarily by anyone, including healthcare providers, patients, i”
Reports vary in quality and completeness. They often lack details and sometimes can have information that
errors. “Underreporting” is one of the main limitations of passive surveillance systems, including V
underreporting refers to the fact that VAERS receives rep orts for only a small fraction of
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ipjlvaers hhs gov/datahndex

National Vaccine Information Center: “Although this law requires doctors and other vaccine providers to report hospitalizations,
injunos, deaths and serious health problems following vaccination to VAERS, ft is estimated that less than 10 percent, f all
vaccine-related health problems are ever reported to VAERS. htt:Ilwww nvicorq/reportreaction. asox

3. Hi-IS promotes the “Coincidence Myth” of SIDS and other adverse health effectfváccines: “More than 10 millIon
vacdnes per year are given to children less than 1 year old, usually between 2 and 6 months of age. At this age, infants
are at greatest risk for certain medical adverse events, including high fevers, seizures, and sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS). Some infants will experience these medical events shortly after a vaccination by
coincidence.” ip://vaers.hhsciov/data/index
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4. Vacëinèscóntá[n; humerousrtoxic.ingredients that can cause permanent damage to the body and brain, including death, as
published in the following gàvernment and industry documents:

• Vaccine Ingredients: http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pmnkbookldownloadsjappendiceslB/excipjent-table-2. pdf
• The Vaccine Injury Table: http:/fwww.hrsa.qov/vaccinecompensation/vaccjneinjur’table.p
• Vaccine Product Inserts and Information:

http ://www fda.

Highly toxic Mercury preservative remains in Flu vaccines, including non-mercury flu shots:

• “Mercury is a highly toxic element, there is no known safe level of exposure.”
http ://www.ncbi .nlm.nih .ciov/pmc/articlesIPMC3O96006

• CDC s contradictory Flu Vaccine guidelines for infants under 6 month VS unborn babies1 The CDC cautions against
giving infants under 6 months the flu vaccine, while encouraging pregnant women to get a flu shoti Again, flu
vaccines include mercury — for which there is no known safe level of exposure.
Source: http:l/www. cdc.gov/flu/protect/whoshouldvax.htm#flu-shot

• “You can (try to) choose a “non-mercury flu shot,” meaning a flu shot from single-dose vials or pre-filled syringes where the
preservative is not needed, but that is no guarantee that mercury is not present. Minutes from a government meeting on
vaccines reveals that even in these single dose flu vaccines sometimes “thimerosol is present in trace amounts as a result of
the manufacturing process.”” http://healthimpactnews.comI2Ol 4/government-pays-damages-to-vaccjne-victims-flu-shot-
most-danqerous-with-qbs-and-death-settiements

• Mercury was replaced by aluminum, which some consider even more toxic than mercury. See:
https:llvactruth.com/201 2/01 /02/aluminum-fda-qot-it-all-wrong/

5. Vaöcine spread disease. The vaccinated population actually threalens the unvaccinated population by spreading (or shedding)
the disease. “Herd Immunity” is a shocking reversal of the truth by the vaccine industry, who are spreading this fiction in order
confuse the issue, deny responsibility for spreading diseases, and target those who refuse to be vaccinated:

a. Vaccine Shedding: http://www. nvic.org/CMSTemplates/NVIC/pdf/Live-Virus-Vaccjnes-and-Vaccine-Sheddinn.pdf
b. Flu Shots Increase the Flu: http:?/articles.mercola. com/sites/articleslarchive/20 12/01/03/flu-shot-increase-flu .aspx
c. Myth of Herd Immunity: hUn :l/www.stonmandatorvvaccination.com/puhlic-healthfmyth-4-herd-immunity/

6 There is no effective U S federal oversight of vaccine studies of vaccines’ safety or effectiveness, nor the actual number
of people who have been harmed. The Federal government has created a “passive system” QIAERS) which relies on reports
from the industry, medical professionals, arid victims, but does not check the accuracy of the reporting system: The Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System — httn:/lwww.cdc.govfvaccinesafetvlensurinosafety/monitoring/vae.rs/index. html.

7. Thereisno effective U.S. federal oversightof manufacturers’ facilities, including foreign manufacturers in China and
India - who produce most vaccines & medicines. “. .. be they prescription drugs or biological drugs such as vaccines—made in
China and used in the U.S. are, for all practical purposes, not being inspected by the main U.S. regulatory agency charged with
protecting the health of the American consumer.” https://www.thevaccinereaction.org/201 6/04/should-we-be-concerned-about-
vaccines made in china /

8 Government institutions are protecting the Vaccine Industry from liability and lawsuits and not protecting the public
health. If vaccines are stated to be “extraordinarily safe” by a major vaccine proponent physician, why are they shielded by
Congress and the U.S. Supreme Court from pharmaceuticai corporation product liability and physician malpractice lawsuits when
vaccinations cause the injury or death of an individual?

“The Vaccine Industry was going out of business due to lawsuits from vaccination victims until Congress came to its
rescue in 1986.” See llwww.qIobalresearch.ca/vaccines-threads-of-corruption/5499738,



In 1986 the U S Congress passed the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (PL99 660) which created The National Vaccine
Injury Compensation Program (http llwww hrsa govlvaccinecompensation) and the Vaccine Court
bttpj/www uscfc uscourts govlvaccine programoffice special masters

The Vaccine Court puts the burden on victims to prove harm rather than require the vaccme manufacturers to prove
safety. Despite these and other severely onerous requirements, victims have been awarded $3.3 billion dollars sinàe 198&
ff(pjfwww cdc govlvaccjnesafetylensuringsafetv/monitonncilvaers/index html

It should be noted, the 1986 law allowed vaccine injury victims to sue vaccine manufacturers when they received no
compensation. Although, if the vaccine injury is not on the approved schedule it is hard to receive compensation. However, in a
2011 Supreme Court case, all access to the courts was shut off. (Russell Bruesewitz et al v. Wyeth et al. No. 09-152),

(2)

9 The history of The Va nelratd fs..the all too familiar history of collusion between government and business

a. http://healthimpactnews.com/201 4/vaccine-scandals-and-criminal-cases-increase-in-201 4/
b. http:l/articles.mercola.com/siteslarticleslarchive/2015/01/1 8lhistory-vaccinatioriaspx
c. http:l/www.vaccinationcouncil.orq/201 1/11/17/smoke-rn irrors-and-the-disappearance-of-polio/

10 Vaccinations are a violation of The Precautionary Principle and Hippocratic Oath First Do No Harm! as evidenced by
the aforementioned information (page 2 of this document), which includes: The Vaccine Court’s $3.3 billion compensation to
victims to date, plus government and manufacturers’ documents, including: The Vacinne Injury Table, Vaccine Ingredients,
Vaccine Inserts, etc.

Hippocratic Oath, First, Do No Harm: “Hippocrates is often called the father of medicine in Western culture. The original
(Hippocratic) oath was written in Ionic Greek, in the late Fifth Century BC. it is usually included in the Hippocratic Corpus. Strictly
speaking, the phrase does not appear in the oath, although the oath does contain “Also I wilt, according to my ability and
judgment, prescribe a regimen for the health of the sick; but I will utterly reject harm and mischief’ in Latin “Victus quoqua
rationem ad aegrotantium salutem pro facultate, judicioque mao adhibebo, noxamvero et maleficium propulsabo”.
https://en.wikipedia.orq/wiki/Hippocratic Oath#.22First do no harm .22

The Precautionary Principal: “The precautionary principle (or precautionary approach) to risk management states that if an
action or policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public, or to the environment, in the absence of scientific
consensus (that the action or policy is not harmful), the burden of proof that it is not harmful falls on those taking an action
that may or may not be a risk. The principle is used by policy makers to justify discretionary decisions in situations where there is
the possibility of harm from making a certain decision (e.g. taking a particular course of action) when extensive scientific
knowledge on the matter is lacking. The principle implies that there is a social responsibility to protect the public from exposure to
harm, when scientific investigation has found a plausible risk. These protections can be relaxed only if further scientific findings
emerge that provide sound evidence that no harm will result. In some legal systems, as in Law of the European Union, the
application of the Precautionary Principle has been made a statutory requirement in some areas of law. Regarding international
conduct, the first endorsement of the principle was in 1982 when the World Charter for Nature was adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly, while its first international implementation was in 1987 through the Montreal Protocol. Soon afte, the Principle
integrated with many other legally binding international treaties such as the Rio Declaration and Kyoto Protocol”
https://en.wikipedia.orci/wikilPrecautionary principle

The medical profession’s reputation is already in shambles, as “preventable medical errors” are the 3id leading cause of
death in the U.S., claiming the lives of approximately 4OO00O patients each year. Their general support for vaccination will worsen
these statistics and justifiably destroy the public’s trust.

https:/fwww.iustice.org/what-we-do/advocate-civil-iustice-system/issue-advocacy/medical-errors
http://www.healthcareitnews. corn/news/deaths-by-medical-mistakes-hit-records
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Vaccines Dangers: source Stop Mandatory Vaccination http://wvN.stopmandatoryvaccination.com/vaccine-dangers/

Vaccine Reaction Symptoms: source -The National Vaccine Information Center: http://wwN.nvic.org/Ask-Eight-Questions.aspx If you or

your chd experiences any of the symptoms listed below in the hours, days or weeks following vaccination, it should be reported

to VAERS https://vaers.hhs.gov/inclex.
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MORE INFORMATION:
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• Anaphylactic shock

• Aseptic meningitis, meningitis

• Bell’s palsy, facial palsy, isolated

cranial nerve palsy

• Blood disorders such as

throrobocytopenic purpura (a

disease that destroys platelets

need for clotting)

• Brachial neuritis

• Cerebrovascular accident

(stroke)

• Chronic rheumatoid arthritis

• Convulsions, seizures, febrile

seizure

• Death

• Encephalopathy and encephalitis

(brain swelling)

• Hearing loss

• Guillain-Barré syndrome

• Immune system disorders (Type I

Diabetes, etc.)

• Lymphatic system disorders

• Multiple sclerosis

• Myocarditis

• Nervous system disorders

• Neurological syndromes, including

autism

• Paralysis and myelitis including

transverse myelitis

• Peripheral neuropathy

• Pneumonia and lower respiratory

infections

• Skin arid tissue disorders including

eczema

• Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)

• Tinnitus (ringing in the ears)

• Vaccinestrain versions of chicken pox,

measles, mumps, polio, influenza,

meningitis, yellow fever, and pertussis

• Vasculitis (inflammation of blood

vessels)

• Pronounced swelling, redness,

heat or hardness at the site of the

injection;

• Body rash or hives;

• Shock/collapse;

• High pitched screaming or

persistent crying for hours;

• Extreme sleepiness or long

periods of unresponsiveness;

• Weakness or paralysis of any

part of the body;

• Loss of ability to roll over, sit

up or stand up;

• Loss of eye contact or

awareness or social withdrawal;

• Head banging or onset of

repetitive movements (flapping,

rubbing, rocking, spinning);

• Sleep disturbances that

change wake/sleep pattern;

• Joint pain or muscle

weakness;

• Disabling fatigue;

• Loss of memory;

• Onset of chronic ear or

respiratory infections;

• Violent or persistent diarrhea



. Twitching or jerking of the High fever (over 103 F) or chronic constipation;

body arm leg or head Vision or hearing loss Breathing problems (as. hma)
Crossing of eyes Restlessness hyperactivity or Excessive bleeding

inability to concentrate (thrombocytopenia) or anemia

MOVIES &V1DEOS:

• VAXXED: From Cover-up to Catastrophe http://vaxxedthemovie.com/
• The Greater Good:

vaccines/ & http:Jiww,oreaterooodmovie.oro/
• Doctors Against Vaccines: The Other Side of the Story is Not being Told -

http:llhealthimpactnews.com/201
Interview: The History of Vaccines interview of Dr. Suzanne I-Iumphries -

http://articles mercola.cornlsites/articleslarchive/201 5/01/1 8/history-vaccination.aspx
• Vaccination: The Hidden Truth http:/!topdocumentarvjilms.comlvaccination-the-hidden-truthj
• Shots in the Dark - Silence on Vaccines http:IItopdocumentarfilmscom/shots-in-the-daricI
• Vaccine Nation https://www.youtubecom/watch?vj8nrdybZZzA
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BOOKS: Qveiwhelm/ng documentation of vaccine-caused catastrophic harm and death.

• 2016: Miller*s Review of Critical Vaccine Studies: 400 Important Scientific Papers Summarized for Parents and

Researchers http://www.amazon.com/Millers-Review-Critical

o 2015: Vaccine Whistleblower: Exposing Autism Research Fraud at the CDC http://www.amazon.comNaccine

Whistleblower-Exposing-Autism-Research/dp/1634509951 /ret=pd_sim_14_5?ie=UTF8&dpl D=5 1 U

2wZBsFL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_ULI 60_SRI 07%2C1 60_&refRlD=1 8J9FX59IGP 1 07K0PW33

• 2015: Thimerosal: Let the Science Speak: The Evidence Supporting the Immediate Removal of Mercury—a Known

Neurotoxin—from Vaccines http://www.amazon .com/Thirnerosal-Evidence-Supporting-Immediate

Neurotoxinldp/1 634504429fref=pd_sim.j4_8?ie=UTF8&dplD51 bNlcTl 2QL&dpSrcsims&preST=_ACULi 60_SRI

1O%2C16O_&refRIDI 8J9FX59TGP1O7KOPW33

• 2014: The Big Autism Cover-Up: How and Why the Media Is Lying to the American Public

http:1/www.amazon.com/The-Big-Autism-Cover-Up-

American/dpI1629144460/ref=pd_sirn_14_17?ielJTF8&dplD=41 KgleM%2BXXL&dpSrc=sirns&preST=_AC_UL1 60_

SRI 07%2C1 60_&refRlD=1 8J9FX59TGP1 07K0PW33

• 2013: Dissolving Illusions, Disease Vaccines and the Forgotten History by Dr. Suzanne Humphries - read free online

at httpJ/www.dissolvingillusionscom/chapters/ or click onto Amazon link at http:Hwwwdisso[vingillusions.corn/

e 2013: Vaccination Voodoo: What YOU Don’t Know About Vaccines http:J/www.amazon.comNaccination-VoodOo

What

AboutVaccines/dpJl 4849238201ref=pd..sim_14_1 9?ie=UTF8&dplD=51 NjD9GrgyL&dpSrc=sims&preSTh_AC UL1 60

SRIO7%20160&refRID=I8J9FX59TGP1 07K0PW33
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• 2011 The Vaccine Epidemic http Ilwww amazon comNaccjne Epidemic Corporate-Coercive

Governmentldp/1 620872129/real 4_3?ie=UTF8&dplD51JHFhpJ jYL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_LJIiIL

1 07%2C1 60_&refRl D= 1 8J9FX59TGP1 07K0PW33

• 2011; Vaccine-nation: Poisoning the Population, One Shot at a Time http:Ilwww.an-iazon.com/Vaccine-nation

Posoning-Popuation

ShotTme/dp/0984595422Jref=pd sin 14 23?ie=UTF8&dplD41jBA%28wDVeL&dpSrc=sims&preST= AC ULI6O

SR1O9%2C160_&refRiD=18J9FX597Gp1 07K0PW33

• 2010: What Your Doctor May Not Tell You About (TM) Children’s Vaccinations http:)Iwww.amazoncomJWhat

Doctor-AboutChildrens

Veccinations/dp/044655571 1/ref=pd_sm14_4?e=UTF8&dpID=51cwWof5UL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL1 80_S

R106%2C1 60_&refRID=18J9FX59TGP1 07K0PW33

• 2008; Saying No to Vaccines: A Resource Guide for All Ages http://www.amazon.com/Saying-No-Vaccines

Resource

Guide/dp/0979091 047/refpd_sim_14_1 5?ie=UTF8&dpID51 uNAlP50TL&dpSrcsims&preSTh_AC_ULi 60_SRi 25

%2C1 60 &refRID=1 8J9FX59TGPI 07K0PW33

• 2006: Evidence of Harm: Mercury in Vaccines and the Autism Epidemic: A Medical Controversy

http://www.amazon.com/Evidence-Harm-Vaccines-Epidemic

Controvcrsy(dp/031 23264591ref=pd_sim 14 25?ie=UTF8&dpl D4 1 pKTmxbN2L&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_ULI 60_S

Ri 07%2C1 60_&refRID= 1 SJ9FX59TGP 1 07K0PW33

• 2005: The Virus and the Vaccine: Contaminated Vaccine, Deadly Cancers, and Government Neglect

http://wvvwamzon .com/TIie-Virus-Vaccine-Contaminated

GovernmentJdp/0312342721/ref=pd_sim_14_22?ie=UFF8&dp!D5i3XGnnUEoL&dpSrcsms&preST=_AC_UL1 6Q.

SRi 04%2C1 60 &refRID= I 8J9FX59TG P1 07K0PW33
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